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Wind in the Wires
A warm welcome to all of our discerning

subscribers to Wind in the Wires, where

the latest articles on First World War

aviation are distilled into a handy digest

to be enjoyed in the comfort of your

home. There is always a good range of

stories in the run up to Armistice

/Veterans Day, so there is plenty to enjoy

in this bumper issue. 

 

For all non-members of the Society, if

you fancy getting your teeth into some

more substantial aviation fare, please

take the plunge and join us now. You will

get the four 2020 issues of our

sumptuous quarterly journal to devour

over the Christmas break or extended

lockdown. Our Membership Secretary,

Andy Kemp, would be happy to chat on membership.secretary@crossandcockade.com or

just click here for more details. 

 

Andy has been dusting down his membership ledgers and confirms that 2021 Society

memberships are coming in nicely, but there are some members who have yet to re-join,

either for this year or 2021. Get your skates on and get in touch with Andy now to bag your

journals. Don’t forget to get your 2021 Calendar too and brighten up your wall. 
 
Society Business 
 
2020 AGM 
 
Our recent inaugural “virtual” AGM was a great success and proved to be a lively forum,

with members from around the world getting the chance to express their views on the
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Society’s future. You will find details of the proceedings as an insert to the next Journal

(Winter 2020 Vol 51/4 - cover above), which will be with members shortly. As the world

embraces Zoom meetings and the like, future AGMs will include this facility if and when we

return to RAF Museum Hendon. 
 
Digital Journal 
 
It was announced at the AGM that it is the Society’s intention to launch a digital version of

the Journal from Volume 53, 2022, which is certain to drive down the cost of subscription

for our members worldwide. Please be assured that we are certainly not going to abandon

the print version of the Journal! It would be most helpful if you could complete the

following, very brief, survey to assist the Society in the delivery of this option.

We plan to publish the journal digitally as well as in print. This means you will have
the option to download it, to store and read on your computer or tablet. 
Will this be useful for you? 

 

I will only ever want to receive a printed Journal, as now 

I would prefer to receive just a digital version of the Journal 

I would love to have both digital and printed versions of each Journal 
 

 

 

For 2021 the UK subscription is £30, for the EU

it's £39 and for the US £49/$65. The Rest of

World rate is also £49. All those over 80 years

old on 1st January 2021 are, as in previous

years, entitled to £5/$6 discount. You can

subscribe for 2021 here: https://bit.ly/2DkEF1T 

 

For our ever-popular calendar, the cost

including postage is £11.50 in the UK, £12.75

in the EU and for the US and Rest of World,

the cost is £14/$19. Still superb value - and

you can buy yours here: https://bit.ly/3k9XUvE 
 

Volunteers Needed! 
 
To quote from the lyrics of seminal 1970s hit, In the Navy, by the Village People, the

message from the Committee is still: “They want you, They want you, They want you as a
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new recruit”. 

 

The Society is not necessarily looking for a police officer, a Native American chief, a

construction worker, a soldier, a biker or a cowboy; but people to assist the Committee in

the editing, design, layout and production of the Journal. If you have the time and some

basic skills in photo or article editing, please do not hesitate to get in touch with any

committee member (contact details can be found on the table of contents page of all

journals and on our website) or email Graham Chisnall at

chairman@crossandcockade.com.

The Reverend and the Red Baron 
 

In 1931 a new vicar, the Reverend George
Herbert Marshall, was taking up residence in
the Holy Trinity vicarage on Dale Street in
Ossett, Yorkshire, but few of his parishioners
knew of his connection to the infamous Red
Baron. Research by local historian, Anne-
Marie Fawcett, uncovered the fascinating link

to aviation history, reported the Yorkshire Post on 13 October 2020. Anne-Marie’s
research on George’s life is due to be published on the Ossett history website. 
 
On 21 April 1918, the body of Manfred von Richthofen was recovered from a field in Vaux
sur Somme. Captain Marshall, DSO, was serving as chaplain to 101 Squadron RAF and
was the closest Anglican chaplain to the scene. He was given the duty of officiating at the
burial and gave the eulogy. The coffin was lowered into the grave and a firing party, made
up of Australia forces, fired three volleys and a bugler sounded the Last Post. 
 
After the war, George became the curate of a parish church in Burnley before being offered
the post of vicar of Shelley. He later spent time as a vicar in Halifax before moving to
Ossett. 
https://bit.ly/3kA1Q87

Red Baron Round Up 
 

I thoroughly enjoyed the episode of
Living History with Mat McLachlan,
which dropped on 13 October 2020. Mat
spoke to historian Aaron Pegram about
the fascinating items relating to the Red
Baron, which feature in the collection of
the Australian War Memorial. The
stories of these artefacts are engagingly

woven into the von Richthofen narrative. Listen here https://buff.ly/3nMsVYD or
from wherever you download your podcasts. 
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One of the themes explored by Mat and Aaron was the first use of the sobriquet
“Red Baron” by the public. Was it ever used in the First World War or is it a
much later construct? This theme was picked up a few days later on
Airminded, the research blog of Dr Brett Holman, an aviation historian from
Melbourne. The blog, entitled The Red Knight Rises, is also well worth
checking out given Brett’s painstaking research. See: 
https://bit.ly/35ChPOR 
 
Both the podcast and Brett’s blog mention the ubiquitous 1966 single 'Snoopy
vs. the Red Baron' by The Royal Guardsmen. If you are interested in finding out
the story behind this song, read this piece posted on 7 October 2020 on the
tennessean.com website. 
https://bit.ly/3lBH8pI 
 
Look out for more references to MvR later in this issue of the newsletter!

Clarke’s Bracelet 
 

An identity bracelet belonging to a man
believed to be the first black pilot to
serve in the Royal Flying Corps during
the First World War was sold at auction
on 21 October 2020. It had been
expected to fetch just between £100 and

£150 but, following worldwide coverage during Black History month, the
bracelet had a hammer price of £3,800. 
 
Sgt William Robinson Clarke, was born in Kingston, Jamaica, in 1895 and
paid for his own travel to England to enlist. He joined the RFC in July 1915, and
was posted to France as a driver with an observation balloon company before
being accepted for pilot training. 
 
On the morning of 28 July 1917, the 4 Squadron RE8 piloted by Clarke was
attacked by German scouts while flying a reconnaissance mission over Ypres.
He was seriously wounded and lost consciousness and his observer brought
the plane down over British lines. Clarke recovered from his wounds, but was
deemed medically unfit to fly again. Wind in the Wires issues 8 and 31 has
more details. 
 
See https://bbc.in/2IEdpxU and http://dailym.ai/2H9Q86y

Saving Private Hangars 
 
I was pleased to read that the three First World War Aircraft Hangars at Old
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Sarum Airfield in Wiltshire have been
added to the Historic England Heritage
at Risk Register. The three privately
owned hangars are highly unusual
survivors of the early days of aerial
combat and are listed at Grade II*. The
one single and two paired aircraft
storage hangars were designed in 1917

and built in 1918. They are constructed with piers, curtain walls and gantries
brickwork with 'Belfast' roof trusses. 
 
Historic England has written to the owner of the airfield offering its help in
formulating plans for the repair of one of the hangars. With assistance of
Wiltshire Council, it is hoped that a resolution will be found to undertake the
repairs. Our friends @SaveOldSarum tweeted their support and there is a lot
more on their Twitter feed. 
 
Also, the Boscombe Down Aviation Collection at Old Sarum (featured in
WitW 34) has been awarded £28,600 from the Culture Recovery Fund and
have also exceeded their £15,000 crowdfunding target to ensure its survival. 
 
https://bit.ly/36CZbpa 
https://bit.ly/2IEe4iS

We Were There Too 
 

Just missing out on inclusion in the last
WitW was Part 3 of the “We Were There
Too” Project Update in Lockdown. The
newsletter highlighted some of the
stories of the 2,000 Jews who served in
the Royal Flying Corps in the First World
War. Everyone who served had their
own story; some were tales of heroism
and bravery and others tales of survival,
sadness and tragedy. You can read
more, as told by volunteer Dr Ronnie
Fraser, which includes Zeppelin shed
raider, Reginald Marix, Constantinople
bomber, Jack Barnato and RNAS ace

Solomon Clifford Joseph. 
 
Read more at: https://bit.ly/3nn5d3Y 
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For the view from the other side of the wire, please check out our Society’s
absorbing and historically important publication, Jewish Flyers in the World
War, where the stories of German aviators are told. Secure your copy at:
http://bit.ly/2GPigZ6

Trenchard Stands Tall 
 

Spotted on Twitter was a post on 16
October 2020 by Suraya Marshall,
Commandant of the RAF College
Cranwell @ComdtCranwell. She
announced that a magnificent seven foot
high bronze statue of Lord Trenchard,
the RAF’s founding father, was now
sited in front of the College. It celebrates
the College’s 100th year and will inspire
future generations of RAF officers. 
 
There was a detailed follow up on the
Lincolnshire Live website on 12
November 2020, telling the story of the
creation and importance of the College:

https://bit.ly/3lENy7t

Bucks for Hucks 
 

The exploits of a pair of daredevil flyers
was the subject of a nice piece in the
East Anglian Daily Times on 6 August
2020. On 14 May 1914, residents of
Hethersett were treated to a thrilling air
display in glorious weather by two of
Britain’s most celebrated aviation
pioneers, Bentfield Charles Hucks and

Marcus Dyce Manton. 
 
Performing over a now defunct racecourse in South Norfolk, ‘Benny’ Hucks flew
his Bleriot Monoplane in a series of spectacular manoeuvres. He performed
steeple-chasing and vertical banks, gave passenger flights and carried out
many of his trademark loops which included flying upside down. Hucks was
joined by his young protégé, 19-year-old Marcus Manton who was known as
‘The Wonderful Boy Aviator’. In a daring stunt, Manton rose to 3,000ft before
doing an amazing ‘S’ dive followed by a loop. 
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Hucks joined the Royal Flying Corps, but was struck by an attack of pleurisy.
He became a test pilot and died of double pneumonia, aged 34, in November
1918.  Manton worked as a test pilot and flying instructor during the conflict:
https://bit.ly/3lDsgHj

Oh, Mr Porter! 
 

Derry born Leslie Porter was just 18
years old when he set up the Northern
Motor Company in 1899 with a friend. In
1903, he embarked on the Paris to
Madrid motor race driving and was
wrongly reported as having died in a

crash. In August 1907, Porter set up his own successful business. The story of
this garage proprietor, pioneer racing driver, and flying hero was told in the
Belfast News Letter on 29 October 2020. 
 
Having already learned to fly, Leslie volunteered and enlisted into the Royal
Flying Corps in November 1915. He was promoted to Flight Commander on 1
May 1916 and then trained as a flying instructor, performing several spectacular
flying displays over Belfast and Bangor whilst on leave. 
On 22 October 1916, Porter led a small group of 45 Squadron Sopwith 1½
Strutters behind enemy lines, but his plane did not return. Initially, thought to be
a prisoner of war, Porter’s family was informed by the German authorities that
he had died. Surprisingly, the article fails to mention that Porter, together with
his observer Second Lieutenant George Samuels, were one of the great
Oswald Boelcke’s last claims before his own demise (see WitW 19):
https://bit.ly/36ISKB5 
 
Speaking of Boelcke, he was the author of ‘Dicta Boelcke’, the eight rules for
new pilots that would help them survive combat to earn experience and
become resilient aces. See the We Are The Mighty website artice posted on 9
October 2020 for more: https://bit.ly/2UyfNbW

Under an Oxford Airfield 
 
On 8 November 2020, the Oxford Mail was keen to promote the findings of an
archaeological survey, which has uncovered fascinating details of the First
World War airfield that existed at Port Meadow. As WitW readers will recall
from frequent mentions over the years, detailed research by late aviation
historian and CCI stalwart Peter Wright, ended with the unveiling of a stone
memorial commemorating 17 young airmen killed in flying accidents at the site. 
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Now an underground study by Abingdon
Archaeological Geophysics has
discovered clear evidence of the
buildings that existed. The access road
– Aerodrome Road - is visible. The
Flight, or Rigging shed, where
aeroplanes were repaired and serviced,
can be clearly seen, with its access

ramp. The vehicle park is behind it, with huts and stores beyond. 
 
See https://bit.ly/3pyXnGA and buy a copy of Peter’s book, The Royal Flying
Corps in Oxfordshire, 1912-18 from https://bit.ly/32PvXSP

A Drop of Scotch for Toronto 
 

There was an interesting item on the blogTo
website for Toronto in October 2020 with a
story of mail drops and Prohibition. In 1918,
the Aerial League of the British Empire and
the RAF wanted to demonstrate that aviation
was the way of the future and Captain Brian
Peck and his mechanic, Corporal CW
Mathers, had flown to Montreal to help to
enlist new recruits. Due to poor weather, a
planned air show was cancelled and, as the

Aerial League did not want the trip to be a total loss, they contacted the Postmaster
General in Ottawa to have Peck receive 120 letters in Montreal, which they marked with
special stamps. 
 
Although they made emergency stops because of poor weather conditions, Peck and
Mathers successfully landed at Leaside Aerodrome at 4:55 p.m. on 24 June 1918,
completing Canada’s first-ever airmail run.  Peck, having family in Montreal, had smuggled
out a few cases of Scotch to distribute to Ontarians who were still restricted by Prohibition,
hence the weight issues encountered on the flight! See: https://bit.ly/32R7GvL 
 
Staying in Canada, I spotted that the story of pilot Wilfred ‘Wop’ May of Red Baron fame
is being filmed in Edmonton. See this short clip here: https://bit.ly/38K5JFe and there was
also a short but informative piece on Camel ace Lt Osborne Orr in the local Nanaimo
News Bulletin on 9 November 2020: https://bit.ly/2H4SO5e

Piffles! A Prisoner of War 
 
Finally from Canada, there was an interesting and rousing tale in the Regina
Leader-Post on 6 November 2020, concerning gridiron great, Neil J ‘Piffles’
Taylor. In 1915, Taylor debuted with the Regina Rugby Club, a franchise that
would eventually become the Saskatchewan Roughriders. The 5ft 4in
quarterback quickly became known as Piffles, an expletive he first used whilst
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at the University of Toronto. 
 
After being shot down, RFC pilot Lt
Taylor was a prisoner of war at
Holzminden until the armistice was
signed. Whilst held captive, Taylor kept
a diary that one of his grandchildren,
Jack Milliken, shared with the Leader-
Post. Taylor graduated as a flying officer

in June 1917, being posted to 11 Squadron, and on 19 September 1917, his
Bristol F2B fighter was brought down behind enemy lines. The captured pilot
had lost his right eye and his observer, George Mumford, was also wounded. 
 
Piffles’ elder brother, Sam Jr, was a member of the Royal Flying Corps, who
was involved in the 21 April 1918 dogfight that caused the death of the Manfred
von Richthofen. Just two and a half months later, Sam himself would be killed in
action. 
 
Recommended: https://bit.ly/38LhPhc

Tripehound? Alsatian aids Gibraltarian Pilot 
 

The fascinating story of Salvador
Gomez (later Gomez-Beare) was briefly
recounted in an article in the Gibraltar
Chronicle on 10 November 2020, which
remembered Gibraltarians who fought in
the First World War. 
 
Salvador transferred to the Royal Flying
Corps after being invalided out of the

Dorsetshire Regiment and became a pilot flying Bristol Fighters. He had an
Alsatian called “Lobo” which apparently could tell a German and a British
aeroplane apart, from the difference in sound when they flew overhead. The
dog would start barking if the plane was German, in which case the pilots would
get into their aeroplanes and chase after the enemy! 
 
Salvador was back in uniform during the Second World War, this time as a
Lieutenant Commander in the RNVR and Assistant Naval Attaché in Madrid,
where he played a pivotal role in Operation Mincemeat, running agents and
helping escaping allied personnel get into Gibraltar, including Airy Neave after
his escape from Colditz. 
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https://bit.ly/2IEeztm

A Word from our Spooks-person 
 

Back in WitW 26, we brought you the
story of Lieutenant Desmond Arthur,
who is said to haunt Montrose Air
Station following his accidental death on
27 May 1913 at the controls of a BE2.
As The Courier reported on 13 October
2020, a published story of his life has
remained as elusive as his apparition

until now. Lieutenant Desmond Arthur RFC – The Life and Death of an
Aviator has been written by Barry Dominic Graham, as the first biography
centred on the many famous figures stationed at Montrose. 
 
The circumstances surrounding Lt Arthur’s crash sparked a major inquiry after
an initial finding around a shoddy repair was overturned with the airman blamed
for his own demise. A later investigation reinstated Arthur’s reputation, finding
that the crash was due to a damaged wing. In the decades which followed, and
in recent times, the airman’s ghost has reportedly appeared around the Station. 
 
In Arthur’s will, he left the bulk of his fortune, amounting to more than £1 million
in modern money, to Miss Winsome Ropner, a ship owner’s daughter. In 1918,
Winsome married another RFC pilot but never forgot her first love, naming her
first-born son Desmond: https://bit.ly/3pxzq2f 
 
Further details surrounding Lt Arthur’s story, together with the work of
volunteers from the Air Station and Heritage Museum to discover and clean
gravestones and memorials at nearby Sleepyhillock Cemetery, can be found
here: https://bit.ly/38JtDAN

To Hull and Back 
 

The tragic story of an aeroplane crash in
west Hull was recalled in an article on
the Hull Live website on 20 September
2020. 
 

At around 10:00 on Monday 30 April 1917, an aircraft passed in the direction of
Chanterlands Avenue and took a sudden dive, crashing to the ground near to
allotments. A crowd soon gathered and it was discovered the pilot had been
fatally injured. The engine was embedded in the ground. Police and the
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authorities rushed to the scene to take away the pilot’s body. The article goes
into detail on detail a number of eye-witness accounts taken from the inquest. 
 
The identity of the airman was revealed as Air Mechanic 2nd Class Herbert
Young, aged 39, of 36 (Reserve) Squadron, RFC Beverley Aerodrome. He had
been flying Curtiss JN-3 A3280 and failed to pull out of a spinning nose dive out
of cloud. The post-mortem indicated that the cause of death was a fracture to
the skull. The jury duly returned a verdict of “accidental death”:
https://bit.ly/3pAsr8T

Narborough Restoration 
 

A memorial commemorating those who
were killed at the former Narborough
Aerodrome during the First World War
was returned to its location on Chalk
Road on Wednesday 5 August 2020. In
an article in the Lynn News two days
later, details of how RAF Marham
teamed up with BAE Systems and Serco
to complete the work to restore the

memorial, which has been smashed in a suspected vehicle accident the
previous November. 
 
The memorial was initially unveiled in September 2011 and a board has been
put up charting the history of the aerodrome, which grew to become the largest
fixed wing aircraft aerodrome in Britain during the First World War. In its short
history, personnel included British, British Empire, American air and ground
crews, German prisoners of war, as well as members of the Woman's Auxiliary
Air Corps. A total of 21 squadrons served at Narborough before the airfield was
closed in 1919: https://bit.ly/2H4vPqX

A Jasta Cause – Help buying Reg’s Medals 
 

Another Red Baron story now, as a
Bath woman is trying to raise £7,000 to
buy back her great-grandfather's
medals, reported the Somerset Live
website on 1 November 2020. Reg
Tollerfield served as a Royal Flying
Corps Observer and, while on a photo
reconnaissance mission near Le

Hameau, the 11 Squadron flight of six FE2bs was spotted by Jasta 11. 
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Despite being wounded in the hand, Reg took on the infamous German pilot,
Manfred von Richthofen, distracting him with gunfire and allowing his comrades
to re-cross the lines. Reg’s Fee (A810) was piloted by Captain ER Manning in
the combat, which took place on 22 April 1917. However, only two of the flight
returned to base, with a kill apiece recorded for Richthofen and Kurt Wolff. 
 
Following the battle, Tollerfield was awarded the Military Medal but all of his
medals disappeared in 1999 and were reported stolen. It was not until this year
that they resurfaced online. However, the family cannot legally establish
ownership of the medals, as the record of their theft has been destroyed. A
GoFundMe page has been launched to raise the £7,000 needed to buy them
back. 
 
See more details at https://bit.ly/35ApAos and you can buy a copy of our
excellent 2009 monograph RAF FE2b/d & Variants to download here
https://bit.ly/38OwOXF

Remembering Whiddy Island Incident 
 

I found this interesting article on
Redheaded Blackbelt, a community
website in the Pacific Northwest of the
US. There was a personal Veteran’s Day
tribute to Neil Kemp Sr, who was
stationed on Whiddy Island, off the SW
coast of Ireland, in September 1918. 
 
In late October, one of these seaplanes,

a Curtiss H16, was returning to base having responded to a distress call from a
ship being attacked by a German submarine. On board were four or five men,
including the teenage Kemp and Walford August Anderson. Due to a mirror
effect in the calm water, the seaplane misjudged its landing, breaking it in half.
Anderson was killed instantly and Kemp was also badly injured. 
 
The plane was salvaged and two pieces, a part of the wing and the steering
column, were inscribed and presented to Kemp in the hospital by his service
mates. He treasured them until his death. See https://bit.ly/3f5b4be

A Sopwith Resource – The Kingston Aviation Project 
 
Wednesday 11 November 2020 was a fitting day for the 376th, and final, issue
of the ‘100 years ago in Kingston’ aviation newsletter to hit subscribers’
inboxes. This mammoth and detailed project by David Hassard of the Kingston
Aviation Centenary Project, with assistance from many CCI members, needs to
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be recognised as a major resource on
the Sopwith story since its first issue in
2013. 
 
If you want to revisit any aspect of the
project, just go to
www.kingstonaviation.org, which now

has all of the newsletters uploaded. They can be found under the heading
"Sopwith day by day" or directly by clicking here and select any particular year. 
 
We understand that David is not quite done with the Sopwith story yet - so look
out for further news in the New Year!

In brief: 
 
With the Lego 10226 Sopwith Camel commanding enormous prices on eBay at
the moment of between £100 and £300, depending on condition, there is a
much cheaper way to enjoy these little bricks on YouTube. Go to the Lego
WW1 Plane Battle – Dogfight. It’s a stop motion classic by JD Brick
Productions: https://bit.ly/32Ra4CC 
 
Previous issues of WitW have featured the Aviation Trails blog. It’s a trail
around Britain's historical airfields, many lost to developers or nature. Trail 59,
posted on 10 October 2020, is set in the Lake District and explores Lake
Windermere’s connection with aviation since 1911, through the First World War
and beyond: https://bit.ly/2IFDTzj 
 
The Nieuport 23C-1 replica built by Nieuport Memorial Flyers made a
successful maiden flight in Grenchen, Switzerland, on 21 September 2020. The
aircraft, registered HB-RNA, was flown by Isidor von Arx. It is powered by the
rotary engine of a Thulin A (Swedish licence-built Blériot XI). See 
https://bit.ly/2IwzTkJ 
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